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Context

Alert, uncertainty, an (invisible) enemy: with the necessary
caveat, many compare pandemic
to a war. The quarantine is
.
asking Italians to be strong while sacrificing some of out
freedom, until further notice.

Objective
We at baba have run a web listening in order to identify the
most relevant insight in the current conversations and to answer
to the question:
What does #Resistance mean?
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Methodology

The web listening has been conducted through a software tool:
Brand24.
The meaning of #resistance/#resistenza has been investigated in
Italians’ conversations from March 9th to April 8th.
Conversations were analyzed from sources such as:
Twitter, YouTube, blogs, news websites, forums.
Positive/negative analysis is based on an algorithm which recognizes the
sentiment, constantly learning with a 93% of accuracy.
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INFOGRAPHICS: SOME STATS ON #RESISTANCE
#RESISTANCE is, literally, the act of opposition to someone or something, it is contrast.
For Italian history it has also meant opposition against nazifascism, so the term is politically connoted by emotional charge.
Some journalists renewed the concept of Italian Resistance in relation to pandemic quarantine, but also common people now
embrace this concept.

More positive sentiment mentions than
negative, polarizing conversations on a more
«bright side».

March 16th
News: Virus
resistance
on surfaces

March 20th
News: Fake
news on 5G
impact on
COVID-19

Newspapersand
and official
official profiles
Newspaper
profiles (as
OfficialASRoma which is active with news and
charity initiatives to help with COVID-19
pandemic)

April 7th
News: Opposition
by some EU
countries on the
economic decisions
on Coronavirus

March 9th
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CONTEXT OF #RESISTANCE
The most recurrent keywords in Italians’ conversations

#resistance is linked to values («coraggio», «forza») that embody the capacity to persist, during uncertain and frightening times
(«paura»): specifically we can notice the link to quarantine («quarantena», «coronavirus», «virus»).

It’s a «war» but a cold one, as there is no much space to action: here, the fight («lotta») is at home(«casa»).
We catch a glimpse of more active fight through the thankful messages («grazie»), addressed to healthcare professionals.
Some words show a positive connotation («bene», «buon», «speranza», «vita»), linked to proactive and assertive tones.
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THE MOST POPULAR MENTIONS
With the largest total amount of interactions
#resistance is mentioned as symbol of stillness during hard and challenging times, often strongly linked with the historical Italian
antifascism movement, deeply rooted
. in the italian cultural context.
RESISTANCE is also, more literally, opposition and contrast.

1° and 3°
Politicians and politically-exposed profile addressing
inspiring, historical parallel

2°
Theories on covid-19 management
(health)

4°
Mayor fostering responsabilty
and strength among Milan
citizens

#resistance is rooted as a political polarized concept, so sometimes it gets divisive among the audience, but, being an historical
movement, it’s popular and enhanced because it is recognized as carrier of universal values (strength, interior freedom…).
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TRENDING HASHTAG
associated to #RESISTANCE mentions
As a flag that shows pride and patriotism, #iorestoacasa is one of the most used hashtag,
in the discussions among #resistance, showing a specific connotation:
now #resistance is not disobedience, yet standing still in front of challenging, demanding laws.
#iorestoacasa,
the rule that becomes a movement

IG:
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TRENDING HASHTAG
associated to #RESISTANCE mentions
The top 10 hashtags in the #resistance conversations show just one clear recall to the Italian Resistance: its anniversary,
the Liberation Day.
In fact, he historic reference to #resistance shares some values with the #resistane against the virus, but inverted.

Italy’s Liberation Day is approaching yet
it is still less popular than the current
«resistance» feeling- even if #resistance
symbols are valued by many Italians.
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TOPICS FOR #RESISTANCE
We have deepened our research by looking for associations with #resistance,
from the most popular #resistance mentions and from the context of discussion.
We have here choosen the most relevant for the present moment and probed the connections between them.
Values/emotions

RESISTANCE
mentions 18 639
social media interaction 8782
social media shares 1990
social media likes 6792

WORK

STRENGTH

TOGETHER

mentions: 2550
social media interaction 2096
social media shares 348
social media likes 1748

mentions: 2468
social media interaction 1907
social media shares 308
social media likes 1599

mentions: 2233
social media interaction 881
social media shares 148
social media likes 733

The «where» of the #resistance

BODY
mentions: 1575
social media interaction 51
social media shares 5
social media likes 49

COURAGE

HOME
mentions: 1145
social media interaction 926
social media shares 343
social media likes 567

mentions: 777
social media interaction 735
social media shares 145
social media likes 590

VIRUS
mentions: 2151
social media interaction 1324
social media shares 382
social media likes 942

DISOBEDIENCE
mentions: 60
social media interaction 2
social media shares 1
social media likes 2

Highlights:

Resistance is told by its interconnected values strength and unity, but for courage we can point at some differences in the number of mentions and
engagement: as we have seen, #resistance is now framed more passively and probably courage isn’t so deeply fundant of this kind of resistance.
This new sort of resistance, though, makes no room for disobedience.
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MEANINGS AND RELEVANT MENTIONS FOR #RESISTANCE

WORK The active side of #resistance
Resistance is, more practically, the work of who is actively fighting coronavirus (doctors,
nurses, volunteers, even the couriers) but also the smart working, communications and other
adaptations of firms and people.

HOW DO #WORK RESIST?
Big brands have adapted their communication to stay
relevant and engage their audience.

These mentions are addressed to whom one’s wish to impress, to provoke (maybe
employers) or even support (other workers)
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An example of HOW DO #WORK RESIST?
#ioresisto: small brands keep their activities on, integrating
smart working and home delivery, addressing posts and
messages to their possible and future customers.
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MEANINGS AND RELEVANT MENTIONS FOR #RESISTANCE

VIRUS The enemy we #resist
#Resistance to virus: both medical connotation of the opposition to the infection and, more
generically, the actions to tackle the «enemy» (sometimes, rethorically depicted as
sentient).

A POSSIBLE #ANTIVIRUS? TECHNOLOGY
What enables us to pursue our activities, what allows our
connections, that help provides essentials to people
and doctors.

Often, these mentions take the shape of informative messages (news - even fake ones!,
charity initiatives) to whom is in needs of.
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MEANINGS AND RELEVANT MENTIONS FOR #RESISTANCE

STRENGTH, COURAGE, TOGETHER The values for #resistance

They represent some of the main values of #resistance, the strength and the courage to go on not giving up on morals and rules.
Given that #resistance is primarily an individual act, unity is its enabler.

Values mentions are addressed to whom one’s wish to inspire, support, thank and make feel part of something to fight for: family, friends,
followers. Religious address them to faithfuls. Tones are often energic, vivacious.
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MEANINGS AND RELEVANT MENTIONS FOR #RESISTANCE
Where the #resistance take place:

BODY

HOME
HOME is where the fight (the time in quarantine) happpens,
#iorestoacasa is the war cry. At home the values are expressed, in
the fullfillment of one’s duties.

Home exercise is spreading, stimulating physical effort and providing
psycological benefits. The quarantine increases the contact with self,
including therefore the awareness of physical need.

The lockdown unleash creativity.
Fitness/sports contents are addressed to followers (i.e. youtubers) or
even potential customers (i.e. gym instructors).

Addressed to whom one’s wish to inspire and even hype a bit,
maybe even politicians.
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#RESISTANCE
Final takeouts

1.

The conversational scene on #resistance shows the renewal of values that connote
the act to follow enduring, demanding rules.
#resistance is a passionate call to action that engage people to respect a common scheme, a virtuous path, that,
as in war times, will lead to liberation, to freedom, to a sort of collective victory.
It’s more an ecumenical value than a political statement.
2.

The most active and reactive sense of #resistance is what we can see in the medical contexts, followed by
commercial activities and brands.
Commonly though, the sense of contrast is meant by the effort to spread values through new and vivacious
modalities (i.e. the singing from the balconies) or to support help (i.e. volunteers and new forms of charity), standing
against anxiety.
3.

#resistance focuses the scenario #TOWAIT (scenario. 3, see the Trend Monitor® 2020-21 map), where the strategy
supports still standing : as the effort to survive to factual situations, trying to surf a new statu quo.
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